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1 Introduction 
Recently, the concept of "abelization" in string theory as introduced by Aratyn, Ingermanson 
and Niemi [1-6] was supplemented by the construction of an abelizing operator [7-S] which 
permitted to perform a change from the conventional picture to the abelized one by means of 
a unitary transformation 

FA = ewFe-w. (1.1) 

Here, F stands for any operator acting in the covariant Fock space of open bosonic string 
theory, such as the elementary oscillators, the Virasoro operators or the BRST-charge. As a 
matter of fact, this transformation exhibits the abelian structure contained in various string 
theory objects. As an example, (1.1) carries over the transverse DDF-operators [9] - which 
define the "true" part contained in physical states (see Refs. [10-12] for reviews) - into the 
transverse elementary oscillators, which are much simpler objects. Correspondingly, the BRST-
charge [13-16] takes a very simple form in the abelized picture. Since the separation between 
transverse and longitudinal objects becomes especially simple there, (1.1) provides a direct link 
between the covariant and the light-cone gauge formulation of string theory. In Refs. [7-8], 
where these topics have been studied, our major point of interest was the free theory, or in 
other words the kinematical structure: the set of physical states and the role that is played by 
the BRST-charge (and BRST-spurious states) in the abelized picture. 

Here, we will make a step towards the interacting theory. Adopting the point of view that the 
on-shell coupling of three strings in various formulations is described by a three-state object (ver
tex) | V)i23 - as advocated by the string field theory approach - we ask whether we gain some in
sight when transforming vertices into the abelized picture by means of |V)i23 -+ exp(W)|V)\%^,. 
Since the abelized picture directly exhibits the transverse (physical) content of states, it is ex
pected that the transverse part of a vertex - which is closely related to the light-cone gauge 
vertex [17-18] - shows p in a more explicit way than in the usual covariant approaches [12]. 

In order to pursue this program, we will first clarify the relation between the abelized picture 
and the light-cone gauge formalism in more detail than it was done in Refs. [7-8]. Hence, in Sect. 
2, after reviewing the basic objects relevant for abelization, we will use the formalism to imbed 
states as occurring in the light-cone gauge as ordinary elements of the covariant Fock space by 
means of a simple formula. As we already know from the results of the preceding papers, the 
light-cone gauge states are more or less directly identified with the pure transverse states of 
the abelized picture. Here, the notation of an almost abelized picture as a slight modification 
of the abelized picture is introduced in order to facilitate later computations. Some important 
concretizations of (1.1) are listed at the end of Sect. 2. 

In Sect. 3, we rewrite the three-siring light-cone gauge vertex as an object reproducing the 
correct coupling of BRST-p lysical states (which live in the covariant Fock space) by essentially 
applying the results of Sect. 2. The well-known Neumann coefficients of the vertex [17,12] are 
brought into a form which refers only to an arbitrarily chosen light-like vector fc" (which defines 
the light-cone gauge) and the (quantum) string oscillations and zeio-modes in 26-dimensional 
Minkowski-space. Thus we reproduce the well-known expression for the pure transverse vertex 
in the conventional picture (which differs from the light-cone gauge vertex essentially in that the 
elementary oscillators are replaced by the DDF-operators), and are led to identify the (almost) 
abelized version thereof with the light-cone gauge vertex without such substitution. 

Sect. 4 is devoted to the application of the abelizing transformation to a given (BRST-
invariant) covariant three-string vertex reproducing the correct coupling on-shell. The com-
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putational strategy is to start from the general structure of the result and to extract gauge 
transformations which generate the longitudinal modes contained in the original vertex. In this 
way, the light-cone gauge Neumann coefficients are explicitly seen to determine its transverse 
part. Gauge transformations between vertices in this picture are built up by pure longitudinal 
quantities in an evident way. However, some functions of the longitudinal variables that occur 
in the (almost) abelized vertex turn out to be defined in a more or less implicit way, thus leaving 
a certain field for more detailed studies. 

In Sect. 5, the transverse contribution contained in a covariant vertex is explicitly computed 
by the action of the transverse projection operator in the almost abelized picture. The result is a 
set of algebraic conditions which decide whether a formal covariant three-state object reproduces 
the correct on-sheU amplitudes and thus qualifies as a vertex for string theory. As a by-product, 
we Und the set of all possible vertices being parametrized by a set of numbers (or functions of 
the string lengths) JV ,̂ and T^, (m > 1; r = 1,2,3) - which corresponds to the well-known 
freedom in performing conformal transformations on the three legs [12,19-20]. 

After posing some questions that arise in our approach, we conclude the paper by presenting 
a speculation concerning string field theory in Sect. 6. It is known that the change of the three-
vertex in gauge-covariant string field theory may be traced back to a field redefinition up to 
the first two relevant orders in the actional functional [21]. We include the light-cone gauge 
field theory [12] into such a scheme by means of abelization and express the hope that the 
formalism presented here might be used to ' hibit field redefinitions that would describe the 
relation between different versions of string field theory up to higher (or even arbitrarily high) 
orders. Such a result would contribute to the question whether string theory should be regarded 
as arising from an even more fundamental framework. 

2 The (Almost) Abelized Picture 
The operator formulation of bosonic string theory is based upon the elementary variables a:'*, 
i„ ' i , c n , c n (n G Z), subject, to the algebra 

\p„x"]=-i6; (2.1) 

[am»,an") = m6m+nf>rr (2.2) 

{Cm,Cn} = ^m+n,0 (2.3) 

where p„ = ao,, = -id/dx*. (For reviews see Refs. [11,12]. The conventions used here agree with 
those of Refs. [7-8], where the mode expansions and some details of the formalism are listed.) 
The variables with non-zero index describe the vibrations of the string X'^cr^) and its ghost 
and antighost partners c(<r,r), c(<7, r). The string zero-modes are provided by (ar'Sp^Co.Co), 
the first two playing the role of center-of-mass coordinate and total momentum. The Fock space 
vacuum |0) is annihilated by all oscillator variables with positive index and in addition by p M 

and cp. Hence, any state \il) carries an explicit ^-dependence which may conveniently be chosen 
as to define a superposition of momentum eigenstates 

\il) = jdDqe«*\nq). (2.4) 

Moreover, the generic state is of the form 

|fi)=-co|H) + |A) (2.5) 



with 

where the two states appearing at the right-hand-side contain no further co- Treating the vacuum 
as a constant, CQ may be represented by d/dco. Any state |ft) is associated with a functional 
ft[A"**(cr),c(<T),«(<T)], which may be viewed as the first-quantized Schrödinger wave function 
of the dring. The hermiticity relations (x M ,cr n ' \c n ,c n ) t = (i**,Q_n*

i,c_„,c_n) enable one to 
compute scalar products (fli|fij) which must be accompanied by a Grassmann integration over 
Co, leading to 

(fi, |ft2> = - ((?. I A2> + <A, | H 2 ) ) w i t h o u t l o i n t e g r s t i o n (2.6) 

and by an ordinary integration over D-dimensional Minkowski space. Since we are dealing with 

the interacting string theory in this paper, we set henceforth D = 26. 
The first step towards the abelized picture is to separate the elementary oscillators <*„'* 

into transverse and longitudinal objects. In order to have a well-defined notion of transverse 
directions, one has to choose an arbitrary (non-zero) light-like vector kM (k2 = 0). The projection 
orthogonal to pß and kß is provided by 

and satisfies £"„£% = £%, «"„ = D - 2 = 24 and e\p" = t^uk
v = 0. Moreover, p2 = 0 

and pk = pk. The longitudinal directions are those spanned by p„ and JkM. They correspond to 
non-physical string excitations and are more or lesf those which are eliminated from the outset 
in the light-cone gauge approach [11-12]. Since we would like to treat objects like (2.7-8) as 
operators rather than numbers, we must be careful with those momentum contributions in a 
general state (2.4) which are orthogonal to kß. As is usual in the light-cone gauge formalism, 
we introduce the notation A+ = kA for any vector Aß. Then the singular terms we encounter 
in the objects defined above are just of the familiar type ( p + ) - 1 . 

The basic variables which will be used in the following are (n ̂  0) 

«»" = t\an

v = (v-n»)1 (2.9) 

«•-sNr--^ (2-10) 

* » = * > » " = (/*-,.)', (2.11) 

the UJ'S representing the transverse and (£,P) the longitudinal degrees of freedom. The elemen
tary oscillators are decomposed as 

a n " = w„" + YpPn ~ ?nf,n. (2.12) 

It is useful to introduce the zero-mode variables 

fo = <g (2.13) 

h = \v2 (2.14) 
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together with woM = 0, to find that the new objects satisfy the algebra 

[W m",u, n"] = m* m + n , 0 ~'" ' (2.15) 

[Pm,tn] = 6m+n,0, (2-16) 
all other commutators being zero. These variables have been introduced by Aratyn, Ingermanson 
and Niemi [1-6] in their investigation of hidden abelian structures in string theory. 

The physical content that arises from first-quantizing the free open bosonic string is most 
conveniently described as the set of cohomology classes defined by the BRST-operator [13-16] 

Q = X > - „ ( L „ - * n o + C n) (2.17) 
ngZ 

where Ln are the bosonic Virasoro operators and C„ are expressions quadratic in the ghosts [7]. 
In the critical dimension D = 26, Q is nilpotent (Q2 — 0). Let us note for completeness that 
the physical-state condition 

Q\il) = 0 (2.18) 

(|ft) = Qjsomething) being treated as pure gauge, or "BRST-spurious") is supplemented by a 
condition for the ghost number 

# ghosts - # antighosts = - 1 . (2.19) 

A typical exampl J for this last statement are states of the form jft) = -co|x) with |x) containing 
only bosonic creation operators. 

As an alternative to study the BRST-cohomology, Aratyn and Ingermanson (see especially 
Ref. [5]) have denned the abelized BRST-operator 

QA = £ c.nPn (2.20) 
n€Z 

which is clearly a much simpler object than Q and shares some of its algebraic properties 
(especially the nilpotency QA2 = 0). In Ref. [7] it was shown that these two operators are in 
fact related by a unitary transformation in D = 26, 

QA = ewQe~w (2.21) 

whei-» 
W = £ Z_nHn = -W*, (2.22) 

Tin being the part of Ln - £„o f Cn which contains no »,,-term. It was noticco that a lot of 
other interesting string-theoretic objects obtain a simple fc rm after undergoing a transformation 
similar to (2.21). This is especially the case for the transverse DDF-operators [9] which may be 
used to construct the cohomology of Q, 

An" = fj ^e\X"(Q, r) exp [ m ^ ^ ] = {A.n»)\ (2.23) 

These are related to the elementary transverse oscillators by 

W n " = ewAn"e-w. (2.24) 
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This result of Ref. [7] already indicates that the abelized picture, defined as the result of a 
unitary transformation upon operators and states as in ordinary quantum mechanics 

F - FA = ewFe'w (2.25) 

\<l)^\SlA) = ew\Q), (2.26) 

is intimately related to the light-cone gauge formalism. In Refs. [7,8], some of the most funda
mental features of free string theory (such as the construction of the BRST-cohomology) were 
transposed into the abelized picture. 

Before proceeding to the question of interaction vertices, let us show how to imbed the states 
of the light-cone gauge into the covariant Fock space. We choos? another light-like vector k" 
(fc2 = 0) such that kk — - 1 , and define A~ = kA for any vector Aß. In order to make contact 
with the usual light-cone gauge approach [11,12], choose 24 vectors £•"* (j — 1,...24 - the 
"polarization vectors") such that 

rfu = - * 4 " - ***" + j***" (2.27) 

(from which e3k - e'k = 0, ex£3 = 6,]; the sum over repeated j is understood) and let A* = 
e^A» for any vector A^. This defines transverse mode operators u„ J = £-*Mw„M which generate 
the states in the light-cone gauge formalism. As a tribute to the usual convention, we denote 
Q n ' = wn

J although this must be distinguished from £3tian^ = un

3 - n^np3. It is only in the 
classical light-cone gauge that these two quantities are equal. As a consequence, we are free to 
identify the usual light-cone gauge oscillators an

3 with e^Vnp rather than with e3ßantl. As may 
be inferred from (2.27), a general 26-Minkowski-space scalar product is of the form 

A^B» = -A+B- - A~B+ + A3B3. (2.28) 

The zero-modes are separated into ( i~, i + , x3, p~ = id/dx+, p + = id/dx~, p> = -id/dx3). 
Now let us for the moment forget about the covariant Fock space and treat the elementary 

oscillators an

3 as the modes of a classical string. The classical light-cone gauge condition is 
given by 

X+(O,T) = T, (2.29) 

hence x+ = £n - 0, which in effect is just the definition of the coordinates (<x,r) on the 
world sheet. Using the equations of motion of the string to eliminate p~ and a~ already at the 
classical level, one ends up with the well-known space of first-quantized states generated by the 
a-J acting upon the vacuum and carrying an explicit (x~,x')-dependence that represents the 
momentum. A typical state is of the form 

\*Lc) = (4> + Aja.xi + * o a - i W + Bja-j + .. .)e,'<»'*'-«+r">|0). (2.30) 

The remaining component q~ of the momentum g" depends on the mass-level and is computed 
by the operator 

F - ^ p V + J V i c - l ) (2-31) 

where 
PC 

-Afec = 5 > - » W (2.32) 
n=l 
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counts the mass-level (and gives the values 0,1,2,2 for the four terms written down in (2.30)). 
(2.31) is essentially the mass-shell condition. Note that the x+-coordinate has disappeared 
already before quantization, and as a consequence, (2.30) may not be interpreted as a state 
in the covariant Fock space carrying momentum <fe. This may also be seen by noting that the 
operators p~ and p~ yield different results when acting on |V>i,c) (these two operators actually 
live in two different spaces). In order to restore an acceptable z-dependence, one could try 
to multiply (2.30) by exp(-»g~i +), after which one would obtain the correct overall factor 
exp(iqr). However, since q~ depends on the mass-level and is given by the operator (2.31), 
one should rather multiply (2.30) by exp(~iz +p~). After this redefinition, one ends up with 
a state living in the covariant Fock space and obeying the mass-shell Virasoro condition [11] 
(LQ — 1)|) = 0 (and thus carrying the correct momentum at each mass-level), but otherwise 
being off-shell. The transverse state (2.30) is usually identified with a state in the covariant 
Fock space where essentially the elementary oscillators are replaced by the DDF-operators. The 
lowest state on which these operators act must be physical [11], i.e. a tachyon with momentum 
q2 — 2. One may alternatively extract the x+-dependence from the DDF-operators and leave 
the vacuum |0) as the lowest state in (2.30). The multiplication by the factor discussed above 
would then restore the correct overall «"-dependence. 

The extraction of the i+-coutribution contained in the DDF-operators (2.23) is easily done 
by decomposing 

W = W0 + W„ (2.33) 

where 

Wo = &^o = i ~ ( J v ' - l ) s i ~ ( J v ' - l ) (2.34) 

carries the whole z-dependence of W. Here, Af is the total mass-level operator 

N = f > _ n " a n M + nc.nCn + nc.ncn) = £ 0

0 < - \ V

2 . (2.35) 
n=l l 

Since the i-dependence of the DDF-opeTatOTS An* arises from Wo in (2.24), we define slightly 
modified DDF-operators 

An.» = t - " ' « ^ ' . (2.36) 

They are obtained by formally setting x" = 0 in An

ß (in other words: A^ = exp[inj^]v4n,"). 
Hence, the aj in (2.30) have tobe replaced by Anj = e^A^ = exp(-W,)a„-' exp(WV). Since 
W, annihilates the vacuum, we find that the state in the covariant Fock space that corresponds 
to (2.30) is given by 

Itf) = exp -i~{\?V>+N-\)-W. \1>LC)- (2-37) 

One may of course replace Af by Nie-
The state constructed in this way is purely bosonic and satisfies the lull set of Virasoro 

conditions [11] (L„ - 6 n 0) |^) = 0 (n > 0). In order to put it into the correct cohomology class 
of Q, we must interpret it as the co-part of a "full" state (cf. equ. (2.5)) 

|ß) = -c-0|V) (2.38) 

which clearly satisfies Q\il) - 0 (and the ghost number restriction (2.19)). 
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This result enables us to formulate the correspondence between the light-cone gauge for
malism and the abelized picture in the covariant Fock space approach in detail. It is convenient 
for later applications to use W, rather than W to define a picture change, and to talk about 
an almost obelized picture (indicated by an index B), which differs from the abelized picture by 
the action of Wo (and hence in most cases by trivial changes in the x-dependence). The state 
in the almost abelized picture which corresponds to (2.38) is 

\ilB) = ew'\Q)=-c0e
w'\i>), (2.39) 

the second equality being valid because W, commutes with Co (see Ref. [7]). Inserting (2.37;, 
we find that the two IV.'s cancel and 

|fis) = -c 0 exp 

or, in the abelized picture (after a further multiplication by exp(Wb)) 

l*M = -c 0 exp L l ^ f A | ^ c > . (2.41) 

Hence, apart from the trivial changes in the CQ and independence, the states of the light-cone 
gauge formalism are identical with those in the (almost) abelized picture which carry the correct 
physical momentum and contain only transverse oscillators w_„M. This last statement i? "isily 
verified by noting that - for example - a Aja^ term as occurring in (2.30) may be written as 
J4 / 1W_J' J with Aß — e^A'. Thus it is in fact not necessary to use indices of the type j . Written 
out explicitly, (2.41) reads 

|ßü> = -5>(* + V - i " + V « - t " w - i " + B»"-*" + • - .)e'*r|0) (2.42) 

with q2 = 0 (which is the mass-shell condition in the abelized picture [7]). 
As a consequence of these considerations, we are able to interpret objects occurring in the 

light-cone gauge formalism as living in the covariant Fock space. However, note that a light-
cone approach scalar product {^LC'M'LC11) (where no CQ Grassmann integration is needed) is 
not the same as {HAJ\^A,!} in the covariant formalism (as may be seen by considering the 
equations (2.5-6)) but needs an additional insertion of CQ = d/dco by hand. This is the reason 
for LQC - 1 being the kinetic operator in the light-cone gauge string field theory [12] as opposed 
to the kinetic operator Q = (Z,0

0' - l)co + .. . in covariant string field theory. In Sect. 3, we will 
use the results derived here to imbed the three-string light-cone gauge vertex '.r. the covariant 
Fock space (in both conventional and almost abelized picture). 

From now on we prefer the use of the almost abelized picture which :s more suitable for com
putations with vertices than the abelized picture since it respects the original independence. 
The transformation formulas as (2.21) or those derived in Ref. [8] are easily converted to this 
situation due to the simplicity of WQ. In some cases, as in (2.36), one must just omit the overall 
z-dependence of an abelized object to find its almost abelized version. In other cases - especially 
when p2 is involved - one encounters modifications according to 

e-WoifcWo =

 l_p2 + N _ j 3 Ltoi _ h ( 2 4 3 ) 

-«•£(^V+tf-i) \1>Lc) (2.40) 
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The BRST-operator in the almost abelized picture is given by 

Qa = e

w'Qe-w' = e~w°QAe
w° = (L? - 1)«* + E c.nPn =QA + (AT- !)<*> (2.44) 

whose structure immediately motivates the expression "almost". 
Let us at the end of this introductory section list some of the basic transformation rules 

connected with W». It is of great help to define a "matrix" depending on all £q (q •£ 0) 

(m, n €. Z), where X» is A"" with all zero-modes extracted [8] 

**.(0,r) = _.y, g T ( 2 4 6 ) 

k p <*o 

W B n ( ( ) is the object which would be denoted Wmn(X - 1,& = 0) in the language of Ref. [8]. 
It may be expanded in terms of the £'s to give 

»m.(0 = L + E '•£ £ • •' E *« • • •&»' ( 2 4 7) 

where the sums run over those combinations for which q\ + . . . + qs = m - n. For later 
purposes, we will write Wmn{(neg,tjni) in order to indicate the dependence on £_ p and £p (p > 1) 
separately. By Wmn(£neg) and Wmn(ip<») we mean Wmn(6»es>0) and Wmn(G,{p0t) respectively. 

The most important transformation rules to be used in the following are provided by (n jt 0) 

e*w*nt»e±w' = E >W±Otf , = ±W„o(±0 (2.48) 

and 
e*w'yne±w- = Y,W^±0y, (2-49) 

?eZ 

which is valid for y„ = un

ß, ncn and c n . In the last case, a consequence is 

ew'coe~w' = c0. (2.50) 

A little bit more effort is necessary to show 

ew'nPne-w' = E W^-OqP, + ... (2.51) 
«eZ 

where the dots denote terms containing £p and ŵ** (p / 0) but not Pp, Another relation that 
will be used is 

E lWm,(ZWn,-,(t) = "»<Wn.O (2-52) 
?eZ 

(m, n € Z), which essentially defines the inverse of Wmn- Finally, we remark that the "almost 
abelized11 results we will obtain in this paper are easily transformed into the "true" abelized 
picture by taking into account the appropriate Wb-amtribution. 
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3 The Light-Cone Gauge Vertex 

Our next task is to rewrite the three-string interaction vertex of the light-cone gauge formalism 
[17-18,12] such that it becomes an object acting in the covariant Fock space and coupling states 
of the type (2A2). Due to the absence of any gauge freedom in the field content, the three-string 
interaction in the light-cone gauge is unique. The corresponding vertex is expressed in terms of 
three copies of the light-cone gauge Fock space (labelled by r = 1,2,3) 

IV" 7),» = NexP(£
LC)6&\0)l23, (3.1) 

where AT is a normalization to be chosen later, |0)m = |0)i|0)j|0)3 and 

6[g = b2\xx - x2)6
u(x2 - x3)6(x; - x2)6{x2 - *ä). (3.2) 

Before writing down the oscillator expression £LC, we note that when this vertex hits three bra-
states r(^tcl of the form (2.30) - each of them with i-dependence ~ exp[-i(q{.xl - q?x~)] -
an overall integration over the three copies of space coordinates with volume element €P*xTdx~ 
is to be performed. This results into the momentum conservation ^-function 

62\qi + ft + &)«(«f + q2 + fe ) (3-3) 

which is usually omitted (together with (3.2)). The oscillator part is given by 

, 3 oo 3 oo 
e L C = 2 E E C ( i C ) " V a . M ' + E E N'm{LC)a.mripi + KP>P> (3.4) 

r,»=l m,n=l r=l tn=l 

where 
JV;«n(LC) = - m w

 aia3a3N'm{LC)K(LC) (3.5) 
maB -f nar 

N'm(LC) = -L/m( 7 r)exp(m J-) (3.6) 

* = " ^ (3-7) 

K = - — ^ _ _ (3.9) 
2aia2o-3 

3 

r0 = 5 > f l n | a r | (3.10) 

P> = < W - o2p,> (3.11) 

and, according to the usual notation, 

o r = p r

+ = kpr. (3.12) 

After multiplication by three states, the momentum operators (pTi,aT) take the values (qj, qr

+), 
which by (3.3) means that one may set 

3 3 

E ^ = E a ' = ° (3- 1 3 ) 
r=l r=l 
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in €LC. The geometric significance of the vertex (3.1) arises from the fact that in the functional 
language, it reduces to the well known light-cone type overlap integral. In this interpretation, 
the a r ' s play the role of "string lengths", i.e. they control which of the three strings splits into 
two smaller ones (or is created by joining) and where (i.e. at which value of the coordinate a) 
this occurs. One may impose the aT as independent variables and insert an extra {-function 
for their sum. We will however adopt the interpretation that o, is just the p , + component 
of the momentum, the vertex clearly being non-local in this language (as containing inverse 
momentum components). 

In order to interpret the light-cone gauge vertex (3.1) as acting in the covariant Fock space 
and giving the correct three-string coupling, one must essentially repeat the procedure discussed 
for single states in Sect. 2, which lead to (2.37-38) (in the conventional picture) or to (2.40-41) 
(in the (almost) abelized picture). The first thing we note here is that, since the covariant Fock 
space scalar product involves an integral over 26-dimensional Minkowski space (i.e. including 
x+ as opposed to the light-cone gauge), an additional S^x* - ij")Ä(xJ - i j ) must be inserted, 
so that 6$3 is replaced by 

*m = * 2 6(*i - x2)6*(x2 - * 3 ) . (3.H; 

Secondly, this insertion automatically restores the necessary x-dependence of the vertex, so that 
no additional z-correction is necessary. The final step is to leave S1^ as it stands (in the case 
of the almost abelized picture) or to replace all Q_ n r

J by the modified DDF-operators A _ n , r

J . 
Hence, the corresponding vertex in the covariant Fock space (which we will call the transverse 
vertex) is given by 

|V" r)m = Nexp(-W,)<>xP(£
LC)6123\0)U3 (3.15) 

in the conventional picture, or even simpler by 

K)m = JVexp(^ c )a 1 2 3 | 0 ) 1 2 3 = ew'\Vtr)l23 (3.16) 

in the almost abelized picture. In these formulas, we have set 

3 

W. = £ W.T. (3.17) 

Due to the co-integration in the covariant Fock space, there is not even need for additional 
Co-insertions here. The equivalence of these objects with (3.1) is expressed as 

IWLC1\ 2 < ^ C " | 3(1>Lcni\VLC)m = i<n'| 2<fi"l 3<ftm |V t r)i23 (3.18) 

where the covariant Fock-space states ft are constructed from the light-cone gauge states tp as in 
(2.37-38). The same expression as the right-hand side of (3.18) but with any quantity carrying 
an index B arises in the almost abelized picture. 

Before proceeding, let us note that, since i L C does neither depend on the ghosts nor on 
the longitudinal variables {.„„ the transverse vertex satisfies a very restrictive form of BRST-
invariance, 

Qr\Vtr ) m = 0 (3.19) 

or equivalently 
QBrK)m = 0 (3.20) 

for any r. The easiest way of deriving the second version is to set PnT = d/d£-nr (n > 1) and 
<W = d/dc-nT (n > 0) in QQT (as giver, by (2.44)). Noting that any physical state |fl) is of 
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the form |fi) = [DDF) + Qjsomething), the DDF-states just being of the form (2.37-38), it 
is clear that for any three physical states |ß), |0),|,\), the correct coupling is reproduced by 
i(ft| i(<f>\ 3{>'VtT)i23- (3.19) ensures the deconpling of BRST-spurious states. 

After ha.ing ensured that |V' r)i23 is the correct imbedding of the light-cone gauge vertex 
into the covariant Fock space, we consider now the oscillator quantity £LC which is expressed 
in terms of (o_ n r

J , p r - ' , a r ) rather than (w_ n r " ,p r

M ) which one would prefer in the covariar.t 
notation. Re-expressing £LC in terms of the covariant transverse oscillators, we shall see that 
the vectors (fc", £•"*), which were introduced to define the light-cone gauge language, drop out 
as completely artificial objects. Only fc** remains explicitly in the vertex via aT = kpT. 

Recall that, by definition, a _ m r

J = u*_mr-', and note that w _ m r

+ = uf-mT'
ikli = 0. The first 

term in £LC is thus easily brought into a nicer form by using the general expression (2.28) for 
26-dimensional scalar products 

a_ m r

J o_ n , - ' =w_ m r *
i w„ J M . (3.21) 

The non-/ero value of w_ m r ~ does not obstruct this result because the combination u;~w+ 

vanishes. In order to treat the second term in £LC, we write 

U-mSPtß = «_ m r

M p ,„ = 0-mr J P, ; " W_m r~P» + (3.22) 

and 
U-mr~ = W _ m t > £ r ' , _ = Q-mr J fr J " - U-mT~£*+~ (3.23) 

where we have again use J (2.28) and the fact that w_ m r

 + vanishes. The er*"' in this expression is 
the tensor of (2.7) built up with momentum p^. Contracting (2.7) with <:„£„, we immediately 
get £ r

+ _ = 0, whereas the contraction with E'ßku (c.} being the r-independent polarization 
vectors from (2.27)) yialds tT

3~ - PT'/PT* AS a result, 

W-mr" = — r a - m r V (3-24) 
Pr + 

and (3.22) becomes 

"-mSP,ß = a-mr}(p.3 - —Pr'). (3.25) 

a. 

Note that this expression is zero if r = s and that ptli on the left-hand side may be replaced by 

The quantity P3 from (3.11) may be rewritten as (using momentum conservation (3.13)) 

P1 = arpT+j - «r+lPr"' (3.26) 

which is valid for all r (we identify 4 = 1). Hence, 

£(*.,,+, - *,,,_,)(*> - £ V ) = l-F. (3.27) 

This is exactly what we need in (3.25) to find that the second term in £LC is 

J* 1 
£ öMV+l - 6,,r-i)Nr

m{LC)u,-mr',U- (3.28) 
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The coefficients appearing here are not unique as a consequence of momentum conservation and 
the identity u-nr^Pr^ — 0, by which u;_ n r *

i p r + 1 > M + u>_nr

MPf—i,/i = 0. The two terms in (3.28) 
actually give the same contribution, and any expression of the form 

3 OQ 

£ £ ( < W * r , + 6mrV-mr'1P»», (3.29) 
r,*=l m=l 

vanishes when included in ths vertex. For later ccavenience, we will in fact perform such a 
redefinition of the (mO)-Neumann coefficients (see (3.44) below;. 

The last term in £LC is simplified by noting 

3 1 3 1 
P'P' = -<v 1 Ö 2 a 3 Y\ —Pr V = - a i a 2 a 3 T —pi (3.30) 

where p? denotes the full 26-dimensional square pTMPr'>- At this point we choose the normaliza
tion N of (3.1) such that £LC acquires a term 

rot^-(k-l) (3.31) 

which jr.ot means that the vertex is normalized to give unit tachyon amplitude. Finally, all r 0-
terms may be collected as a gauge transformation exp[{Q,something}] acting upon a residual 
vertex which no longer contains r<). Writing 

3 1 

A = T0Y—cor = AB (3.32) 
3 

r=l 

and using [11] 
{Q,Cn) = L?-tnD (3-33) 

{QB,Cn) ~- (Lj? - \)bn0 + £ 6mnPm, (3.34) 

the gauge transformation turns out to be eqjal in both pictures 

iQ,A} = {QB,AB) = roY~{L£ - 1) (3-35) 
r = i a r 

where we have set Q = £ r Qr and QB = E r Qsr-
The final result for the iight-ccne gauge vertex as an object acting in covariant Fock space 

is thus 

|V'r)i23 = exV[{Q,A}]\vtr)m = e~w'\V%d)m (3.36) 

WT)m - exp(^ )« 1 2 3 | 0 ) 1 2 3 (3.37) 

in the conventional picture and 

|V#)m = ^[{QB,AB}H)m = ew'\ V%23 (3.38) 

WB)™ - exp(^ r )« 1 2 3 |0 ) 1 2 3 (3.39) 
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in the almost abelized picture, where Eg is just ELC with r 0 set equal to zero, and 

StT = e-w'£B

Tew' (3.40) 

its Eg with a-mT' (resp. w-mr*1} replaced by the modified DDF-operators i4_ m , r - (resp. 
•A-m«rM)- The explicit form of £B as convenient for the covariant Fock-space notation is 

SB = \ E E C ^ - n r V , , , + E £ J ^ - m r ' A , (3.41) 

with 
mn 

<v™ = - ^ r x ^ r ^ ^ » ( 3 - 4 2 ) 

Ar; = -J-/m(7r) (3.43) 

and 
^mO = [M. ,r + 1 + O r + t ( l - 6„)]N^. (3.44) 

In (3.41), p l > t may be replaced by p f / i . Note how the artificial \ectcre e'ß and k* have dropped 
out. From now on, we will work in a completely 26-Lorentz covariaüt notation, any light-like 
vector kß defining a vertex of this type. 

A further remark concerning the numerics in Eg is in place. As we have already mentioned 
there is some freedom in redefining JV™0. We have chosen a form in which 

JC o = 0 (3.45) 

and 
3 

W S - E J V „ r 5 « = 0 . (3.46) 

These two conditions render iV™0 u:.ique and will be particularly helpful later. 
The»e results - as far as the conventional picture is concerned - are neither new nor sur

prising, and they appear in the literature in various notational forms (cf. e.g. Ref. [22]). Note 
however that |V' r)t23 must not be confused with the "covariant light cone" vertex |V c)u3 as 
constructed independently by Neveu and West [23] and the HIKKO group [24], with which it 
seems to share the Neumann coefficients N%n at the first sipH. However, the crucial difference 
between these two vertices is that £tr is only quadratic in the DDF-operators, not in the os
cillators Q-nr''- Trying to expand it in terms of these, one encounters functions of £_ n r up to 
arbitrarily high order. Clearly, |V r)i23 and |V c ) i 2 3 may directly be compared*» two well-defined 
objects living in the same space (such comparisons will indeed be our subject in the following 
sections). 

Let us at the end of this chapter raise the question in which sense )«'r)i23 (or lujjjm) is 
unique. Since it describes the correct on-shell coupling of three strings (the gauge transformation 
term exp[{(?,.4}] dropping out when only physical states are concerned), there is not much 
choice in changing the vertex without destroying Eg being quadratic in the o s c u l a r w_m,A 
In the almost abelized picture, a general transverse state is physical if its momentum is on-shell 
(hence (LQ - 1)\$B) = 0). Thus the only possibility to modify the Neumann coefficients is a 
gauge transformation of the typa 

{QB,Ea^0r} = E M £ o ? - l ) ( 3- 4 7) 

file:///ectcre
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(as in (3.35)) where ar are numbers or funr<?ons of the string lengths a,. But this vrould restore 
a non-zero ^contribution of mass-level zero in £g as a by-product. Hence, if an object |VB)U3 

is required 

(i) to reproduce the correct on-shell amplitudes for three strings in the almost abelized pic
ture, 

(ii) to be of the form |i>e)i23 = exp(£)*i23|0)i23 with £ containing only w_ m r '
i as oscillators 

(|ffi) 123 being "purely transverse"), 

(iii) to have £ (at most) quadratic in w_m r '* and 

(iv) to have £ not containing a p*-term (or, in other words, |t>a)i23 being normalized to unity 
for arbitrary off-shell states at zero mass-level) 

then |t;ß)i23 must be identical to |vg)i23- From this point of view, any other vertex of string 
theory when expressed in the almost abelized picture must somehow contain |t$)i23 as its 
"true" physical part. The way how this works is the subject of the following sections. 

4 Covariant Vertices 

By a covariant vertex we mean a three-state object of the form 

|V)lM = eX P(f )*,23|0>123 (4.1) 

with 

? = 5 E E O V « - « , + E E ,V'-0a_m/p,M 

r,»=l m,n=l r,»=l m=l 

+ E KU\PI - 1) + E E miV-„c_rarc_nj, (4.2) 
r=l r,»=l m,n=0 

where the Neumann coefficients N', N' are numbers or functions of the string lengths a r = kpT. 
Furthermore, |V)m shall reproduce the correct three-string coupling on-shell and be BRST-
invariant in the sense [21] 

Q\V)n3 = 0 (4.3) 

with Q = £ r Qr. This automatically guarantees the decoupling of BRST-spurious states. In the 
case of non-trivial ay-dependence, one may treat the string lengths as independent variables 
carried by the states and thus restore locality and independence of an arbitrarily chosen light
like vector kß. This is especially the case for the covariant light-cone vertex \Vc)u3 which we 
encountered already in Sect. 3. Other important vertices (where the JV', N' are numbers) are the 
one found by Witten [25], called |V w % )uz , which defines a purely cubic string field theory due 
to its associativity (see also Ref. [26]) and the Sciuto-Caneschi-Schwimmer-Veneziano vertex 
[27-2*] \Vscsv)i2z, which was the first covariant vertex that had been presented (originally 
without ghosts, cf. Refg. [22,19]). 

Note that the generic vertex (4.1) is normalized so as to give unit tachyon amplitude. In 
order to get rid of the p2-terms, let us like in Sea. 3 extract a gauge transformation 

\V)u3 = <*p[{Q,B}}\v)m (4.4) 
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where 

* = X>w*br (4-5) 

W.3) = i>j>(i8?-i) ( 4 > 6 ) 

r=l 

and 
|v)i23 = exp(f )* 1 2 3|0)i23- (4.7) 

The oscillator part now takes the torm 

? 4 l E i V ; > _ m r ' * a _ n j , + 5 : f ; ^ 0 a _ m r > , M + ^ f ) mNZnc-mrc-„, (4.8) 
r,$ m,n=l r m=l r,» m,n=0 

the new Neumann coefficients being related to the old ones by 

JV£ = exp(-mA5, - nJV^).V'-n (4.9) 

(and analogously for N). Since Ltf* commutes with the abelizing operator W., the re
incorporation of such a gav.ge contribution arising from non-zero NQQ is absolutely trivial, and 
thus we prefer to work with the reduced vertex (4.7). I'. is normalized to unit amplitude for 
general off-shell states at zero mass-level. 

The ^-functions in (4.1) imply momentum conservation 

J > " = 0 (4.10) 
r 

which may be used in t. This again renders A*"0 non-unique. As in the case of the light-cone 
vertex we choose as normal form 

JVJS, = 0 (4.11) 

for all r. Setting in addition 

Aft. = K'm (4.12) 

for m,n > 1, all Neumann coefficients are uniquely defined, once the action of |v)i23 upon 
arbitrary triples of states is known. 

Since |w)i23 gives the correct three-string coupling on-shell, the pure transverse vertex |v' r )i23 
(which is of course not a covariant one) represents the "minimal" or "true" physical part of it. 
All additional properties (such as nice overlapping or associativity) may be understood as "non-
physical" from the cn-shell point of view but necessary in order to guarantee full covariance. 

Due to the tricky structure of |r t r)i23 (£tr being only quadratic in the DDF-operators but 
not in the elementary oscillators, especially not in £_nr)> it is not easy to compare it directly 
with |t>)i23 in the conventional picture. It would not be too promising to rewrite |vlT)i23 in terms 
of creation operators (u)-mr

ß, £ - m r ) alone (note that A-n„* contains y m ) " for negative and 
positive m). In addition, such a procedure would destroy tne numerics based on N™n (which 
directly arises from overlap considerations [17-18] and might be considered as being somewhat 
fundamental). 

An alternative point of view is to recall that the almost abelized version |t$)i23 of the 
transverse vertex is in fact identical to the original light-cone gauge vertex and thus has a well 
known and fundamental structure. Moreover, in the almost abelized picture, the BRST operator 
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and the physical state condition are particularly sinple. This amounts to ask what happens if 
the covariant vertex is transformed to the almost abelized picture as well. It is expected that 
the particular way the transverse vertex i6 contained in a covariant one is easier exhibited by 
analyzing 

M123 = ew' |r)i23 = exp(£B)«i23|0)i23 (4.13) 

and comparing this with |«3)123- Here, £ß is understood to contain only creation operators. 
Looking at the transformation formulas (2.48-51), it is immediately clear that we will lose 
the quadratic structure and obtain various functions of £_ n r . We will see however that the 
"non-physical" part of a covariant vertex is precisely contained in these functions. 

Let us now turn to the technical side of the problem and consider the (almost) abelizing 
transformation applied to 10)123. The actual evaluation of \VB)I23 turns out to be a rather tedious 
program, and so we will just go as far as necessary in order to recognize the general structure. It is 
interesting however how much information may be gained about covariant vertices in general by 
this purely algebraic approach. Or>e could try to forget everything that is known about vertices 
and that has not been explicitly stated so far (as e.g. the role of conformal transformations in 
computing Neumann coefficients or the question how many covariant vertices actually exist) 
when following the computations below. Using the transformation formulas (2.48-51), the basic 
idea of the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula 

eAeB = eA+B+l[A,B\+... ( 4 1 4 ) 

and the relation 
eABe~A = B + [A, B] + -[A, [A, B}} + . . . (4.15) 

it becomes clear that some features of the quadratic structure of £ will survive and carry over 
to £p. The really nasty matter is to bring all annihilation operators to the right in order to 
make them vanish when acting on the vacuum |0)i23. The most convenient way to guess the 
structure of £ß is to rewrite £ by inserting the decomposition (2.12) and use only the new set of 
transverse and longitudinal oscillators (the ghosts being included in the latter ones). Since pr

ß 

commutes with any operator in £ and W„ we may treat the a r as constants and will in general 
not indicate if a quantity depends on them. A particularly important quantity is provided by 

*=1 ° r 

(m > 1) whose light-cone gauge counterpart (3.46) has been normalized to zero. The alternative 
form of £ is provided by 

£ ~ ö E E ^ » » ( « - m r ' « - « « + 2 w - m r ß p , M - n , + 2-^Tl^n,P^mr + p V „ P / " * < - nr£~n.) 
r,i m,n=l r 

00 00 

~ E E VmrP~mr + E E C o ( W - m r % + ft„p/»*-*r) + ghortS (4.17) 
T m = l T,$ 771=1 

where the ghost tenu.; are identical with those in (4.8). The most important observation here 
is that £ is in fact linear in P _ m r . Due to the transformation laws (2.48-51) and the algebra 
(2.15-16), this remains also true for £g. Moreover, after applying the abelizing transformation 
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and separating the annihilation and creation modes, the pure £-terms only contribute to their 
own type. The expression 

Vr0f=Pr*ff+\tf!^ (4-18) 

(as following from the definition (2.8)) introduces a pure p2(-contribution, the rest of the p„-
dependence being expressed in terms of pTß (which contains less information tl.an prß). There 
is again no reason for the momentum contributions (except aT) to a*<ain a higher order in SB 
than in £, the same being true for the ghosts. 

Collecting these results, which hold irrespective of the details of the transformation, we may 
state that SB is of the form 

r,t m,n=l r,t m=l 

»•,» 

(4.19) 
r m=l r,t m,n=0 

where the various functions depend on all f_mr (m > 1) and the ay. Setting £neg — 0, the 
functions A, AT, and Ar must vanish on account of the normalization of |f)i23 to mass-level 
zero (which is unaffected ly Wm). The way the p 2 term is rewritten will be convenient later. 

Starting from the general structure (4.19), let us try to recover some of the information 
contained therein as pure gauge. In order to extract the P_m r-terms in S3, define 

AB = E E f*nr(Zntg)C-mr (4.20) 
r m=l 

and compute 

i<?B,̂ } = E E w w ^ + E E ¥ ^ ^ -

-EEK 'A . (U) ]^ .<w (4.2i) 
r,* n=l 

with 

[l£,fn.] = Wr,U = E mZ-mr-^T1-. ( 4 . 2 2 ) 
m=l 0 * - m T 

All derivatives with respect tt>£_m r aris<» as commutators with Pmr (cf. equ. (2.16)). The three 
terms in (4.21) commute with each other, and the first two commute with SB- The cor (being 
represented as d/dcaT) of the third term just causes a ^-dependent translation of the ghost 
terms in SB and thus gives rise to a redefinition of A/^*n(f„ej). Since the first term in (4.21) is 
ident:cal with the P-contribution in Sp, we find 

|vB)i23 = exp[{QB,AB}]\vB)m, (4.23) 
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|tffl)i23 again being exp(^)*i23|0)i23
 wi*h £'B o f t n c t v P e ( 4 1 9 ) b u t w i t n / m r ( U ) = 0 and 

the other functions of (neg eventually redefined. 
Next consider the p ter ins in £'B whose coefficients are unaffected by (4.23). It is clear that 

they may be killed by another gauge transformation of the type 

BB^BriU,***- (4-24) 
T 

However, since BT contains operators of non-zero mass level, such a transformation is a little 
bit trickier than the ones defined by (3.35) or (4.6): 

{QB, Be} = E E T S M C - W * . + £ BT({ntg)(Lr ' 1) 
r.» m=l °Z-mr r 

+ Y,Wr, *.(&.,)](*,. - c0,c0,) (4.25) 

Multiplying K*̂ )i23 by e *p[—{QB,BB}\I t n e n r s t and the last term in (4.25) cause redefinitions 
of the functions involved. Ignoring everything but the terms proportional to p2, we would like 

exp[- E BT{\pT + Afr)} exo[^ E^«P']Ä»3|0),23 (4.26) 

to be independent of p*. Replacing BT by XBr (A being a continuous parameter between 0 and 
1) and equating (4.26) to 

exp[E(CV(A) + -^ZMAWmlO),*», (4.27) 

one may differentiate with respect to A and finds a differential equation for Dr(\) which can be 
solved. Inserting DT{\) = 0 as initial condition, AT is given by Dr(0). The result is 

AT = fo dXeXB*Bre-XB« = BT + \E5.pV„BT) + ... (4.28) 

where BAf is shorthand for £ , Bttft. This is a somewhat implicit definition for BT but it 
describes a one-to-one correspondence between Ar and Bs. Due to the normalization of |t*)i23» 
both AT and Br vanish if (neg = 0 is inserted, and to order 0(£), they agree. In general, (4.28) 
may be inverted by iterating the substitution 

Br = Ar + [BT - r.h.8. of (4.28)], (4.29) 

the term in the bracket being of order 0(B2). At a given mass-level (or order of B or £), one 
ends up with the BT expressed by A, after a finite number of iterations. 

Let us hesitate here for a moment and compute the action of a transformation generated by 
BN upon an operator ß-nT at mass-levei n with respect to AC, 

W,ß-nr]=nß-mtr. (4-30) 

and commuting with £_ m , (hence being a combination of w_ m r , £_ m r and ghosts). Inserting a 
parameter A, we expect that 

e A S A r / L n r f - A S V = c Ä"' ( A '^» )/3_„ r . (4.31) 
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Again differentiating with respect to A, using (4.30) and extracting /?_ n r , we obtain the differ
ential equation 

^ = [BAT,M + »Br (4.32) 

together with the initial condition hnr(X = 0) = 0. This may be solved to give 

MA) = n t d^-riB"BTe^-VBU (4.33) 
Jo 

from which we recover hnr{\ = 1) = nAr (thereby using (4.28)). Hence, 

e B V « r e - B V = e ^ / L n r , (4.34) 

which is not too unexpected. This formula is especially valid for ß-nr = £-nr and w_ n r " . 
Returning to the simplification procedure of the vertex, we insert BT as determined by (4.28) 

into (4.24-25) and end up with 

!«B>IM = exp[{(2 B ,ß ß }K) I 2 3 (4-35) 

where again Wg)m = exp(££)*i23|0>i23 and 1% is of type (4.19) with fmr(tneg) - Ar(Zncg) = 0, 
thus containing neither P nor p2 contributions. 

So far we have not really exploited the fact that the original vertex gives a correct on-shell 
description of three-string couplings. At this point we recall that |V)i23 is BRST-invariant (cf. 
equ. (4.3)). Since {Q,something} commutes with Q (as a consequence of Q2 — 0), this property 
carries over to all gauge-transformed versions, as |«)i23 and - when taking QB instead of Q -
t o ks)i23 with no, one or two primes. We are especially interested in the identity 

QBWB)U3 = 0 (4.36) 

{Qb = HTQBT)- Taking over QB from (2.44), and recalling c n r = d/dc-nr (n > 0) and 
Pnr - 9/dZ-nr (n > 1), we write 

3 

£ \*k+w " <:+5 (C-*L + ' ~ s ü ] "*>'» = °- ,4-37) 

Due to the construction of the vertex, the only ̂ -contribution in this equation comes from the 
first term. Since p* can never be cancelled against pure combinations of pT* (which might have 
survived in the vertex), we must have 

COr|^),23=^-|VB>123 = 0. (4.38) 

The same argument applies to the P_nr-contribution, which leads to (n > 1) 

<vK)i23 H ^—\v'B)m = 0. (4.39) 
OC-nr 

Thus, the vertex does not contain any antighost oscillators. Since these occur only a» multiplied 
by ghost oscillators (see (4.19); this was a general feature of the original covariant ve-tex and 
follows from ghost number considerations), we conclude (n > 1) 

<wivfl)m = ä^-\vB)m = 0. (4.40) 
<7C_ n r 
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The remaining information in the equation (4.37) is the cd/d( contribution which tells us 
( n > l ) 

PnrWÜuz = -J-tähn = 0. (4.41) 
«S—nr 

Hence, BRST-invariance forbids the reduced vertex to contain any other elementary oscillators 
than w_mT*M S% is thus of the type (4.19) but with A = A r , = AT = fmT = M%n = 0 and M%n 

being independent of £ n e 9 . in other words, |vg)u3 is purely transverse, reproduces the correct 
on-sheli couplings, has Sg quadratic in the u/s and is normalized to unity for zero mass-level 
off-shell states. These are precisely the conditions (i) - (iv) which have been discussed at the 
end of Sect. 3 and which have been seen to single out the transverse vertex (3.39). So we get 
the result Sg = Sg and 

14)1*3 = |t£)l23. (4-42) 

Re-collecting the transformations we have applied in order to extract P and p 2 as pure gauge, we 
see that the almost abelized version of *he original covariant vertex is related to the transverse 
(and hence light-cone gauge) vertex by 

M m = 0B\V'£)U3, (4.43) 

with 
GB = ^?[{QB,AB}]^P[{QB,BB}]. (4.44) 

Due to the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula, GB raay he replaced by a single gauge transfor
mation exp[{Qß,Ca}], where Cg is of the type Ag + Bg (cf. equs. (4.20,24)) but with modified 
functions of £ n e 5 inserted. One may likewise reverse the order of the two transformations in 
(4.44), thereby again taking into account corrections of the functions involved. If one likes, the 
normalizing gauge transformations (3.38) and (4.4) may also be included to give 

|VB)i23 - HBK)™, (4.45) 

Hg being GB with a further Co-induced gauge contribution. 
Translating everything back to the conventional picture, we find 

|t>)m = G\vtr)m (4.46) 

with 
G = e'w'Q8e

w' (4.47) 

which amounts to back-translating Ag and Bg and to replace Qg by Q in (4.44). Restoring the 
original vertex (4.1), one has a relation like (4.45) but without B-indices. 

The gauge transformations we encounter here are not of the usual form { Ö , 5 2 r n a n r c _ n f } 
with anr being pure numbers or functions of the string lengths (as generated by conformal 
transformations). Instead, we recover iunctions anT(£) which might motivate one to talk of 
"generalized" gauge transformation». On the other hand, it is clear that such a generalization 
must occur, because (4.46) relates a covariant vertex to a non-covariant vertex. However, the 
functions o n r are always restricted to be independent of P-mr and w-n,,*4, as is clear from 
the transformation laws (2.48-51) and our computations in the almost abelized picture. In the 
functional language, the generating operators £ r n an.c-nr may be expressed in terms of [8] 
c r(0, r ) , kX,r(0,r) and the string lengths kpr. 
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Summarizing the results obtained so far, we may state that the light-cone gauge vertex -
when imbedded as an object living in the covariant Fock-space - is (in a generalized sense) 
gauge equivalent to any covariant vertex. This reproduces as a by-product the well-known fact 
that any two covariant vertices are related by a transformation of the form 

|w')m = exp[{Q,somethmg}]|v / /)1 2 3. (4.48) 

The "something" may in principle be computed by evaluating Ql (G!I)~l, both t/'s taken over 
from the J and 77 versions of (4.46). 

We can go a step further and ask, in which sense the transverse vertex is actually contained 
in the covariant one. Again working in the almost abelized picture, this amounts to return to 
the evaluation of |VB)U3- Postponing the question how the functions /mr(Cnej) and A r(£nej) 
are determined by the original vertex, we may reverse the order of the previous steps to get 
more insight into the structure of £ s as displayed in (4.19). In other words, we have to evaluate 
(4.43) for given fmr and Ar. Thus it is clear that the various functions appearing in Eg can 
be expressed in terras of fmr, AT and the light-cone gauge Neumann coefficients iV" n, thereby 
exhibiting the "physical" and the "gauge" part of |«B)I23 explicitly. 

Consider first (4.35) and apply the gauge transformation with Bß from (4.24), BT being 
associated with AT via (4.28). Since the only part of (4.25) which does net commute with SB

T 

is the second term, we write (4.35) in the form (using U — {QB^B}} 

|tfc)m = ^p{eu£B

Te-U}eu6123\0)1J3. (4.49) 

Using our earlier result (4.34), the effect of the [/-transformation upon €% is to replace w_ m r " 
by exp[m.A r(£T,e3)]w_mr'

i. What remains is to compute the action of exp(U) upon the vacuum. 
Again inserting a parameter A, we set (abbreviating |0) = *i23|0)i73) 

exu\Q) = exp[£ £ ) C(A)c_ m r co, + £ ( ^ ' " W'W + *(A)]|0>. (4.50) 

After differentiating with respect to A and inserting the whole expression (4.25) for U, we obtain 
the three differential equations 

= Y,Wr,Br} + W,K} (4.51) 
dX 

dHr = Br + [BM,HT] (4.52) 

^wF = 5£~ " ^ W ' B ' W + mB'F" + l B J * > ^ (4-53) 

with initial conditions K(0) = Hr(0) - f^'(0) = 0. The solutions of the first two equations, 
evaluated at A = 1, is 

C(U9) = AT(1)= J*d\e*MY,M>BT]'~XB/' ( 4 - 5 4 ) 

which may in principle be expressed in terms of A, 

1 
2 

C = £[A/; , Ar) - \ *£[K, A.}[Af„ Ar} + ... (4.55) 
<•,» 
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and 
H-{1) = AT. (4.56) 

We will not solve the last equation (4.53) explicitly but denote the solution by 

C^(U9) = rm'(X=l). (4.57) 

Thus - apart from the transverse oscillator terms - £'B has the additional contribution 

£ £ O W C - m r C 0 , + £ ( . jP r - l)AT{U9) + C « « , ) . (4.53) 
r,» m=l r 

finally, we have to restore the extraction (4.23) which will lead us directly to €B- The 
relevant gauge operator is given by (4.21) and decomposes into two commuting parts, the 
second one containing the ghost zero mode Co, = d/dco,.. This last term causes a shift 

oo 

Co. -> co. - £ L M» /ml«-»* (4-59) 
t n=l 

in £g (i.e. in (4.58)) as its only net-effect. The rest of (4.21) is just added to €'B. The result of 
these computations is the oscillator part £g of the almost abelized vertex (4.13), and we are 
now able to rewrite the various functions occurring in (4.19) in terms of / m r and Ar alone: 

MZnitne,) = « P K M & e , ) + nA.^neg)]N^n (4.60) 

A C o ( W = exp[mAAUg)}NZo (4.61) 

Mine,) = C(Ug) (4.62) 

A r . ( U s ) = 0 (4.63) 

m*fa(M = % ^ -E(2««»)W,/«{U)] (4-64) 

mMZUneg) = <£(&«,), (4.65) 
where m,n > 1, and C and CJJ,* are completely determined by At via (4.54,57). These relations 
exhibit in a rather transparent way the structure of covariant vertices. The transverse physical 
part is represented merely by the light-cone Neumann coefficients N"n- ^ n e bulk °f additional 
information contained in |t>s)i23 has now been made explicit as arising from gauge transforma
tions. Applying three pure transverse states r ( j from the left, all oscillators £_ m r and P _ m r 

hit the vacuum r (0 | and thus drop out. It is especially nice to recognize (4.60-61) as gauge-
induced structure. The ghost contributions (4.64-65) together with the P and pure £ terms 
accompany this structure in order to retain BRST-invariance (or, in other words, to decouple 
BRST-spurious states which in general contain ghosts and longitudinal bosonic oscillators). 

One may of course back-translate the vertex into the conventional picture and rewrite the 
original vertex as 

I«)i23 = exp( ;F )£ m | 0 ) m (4.66) 

with 
T = e-w'€BtW'. (4.67) 
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In this form, the vertex still contains annihilation operators. The role played by the transverse 
oscillators u)-nr

ß in £B is taken over by the DDF-operators j4-n«r' J in T. If all annihilation 
operators as contained in the form (4.66) are commuted to the right, one would finally recover 
the covariant form of the vertex as displayed in (4.8), the light-like vector it" of course dropping 
out. Hence, (4.66) is the adequate form of the covariant vertex as far as its relation to the 
transverse vertex |t7tr)i23 i s considered. The algebraic interplay between gauge transformations 
and transverse structure is the same as in the almost abelized picture, namely (4.60-65). 

Consider finally the question how the remaining functions Ar(£nea) and fmr(tneg) are de
termined by the covariant vertex. The origin of AT in (4.19) is easily exhibited by explicitly 
repeating the abelizing transformation (4.13), thereby neglecting everything that does not con
tribute to the final p 2 in SB- The only part of £ containing p2 is of the form p*f, as one may 
see from (4.17-18). However, the commutator of this term with {P again results into p*{. This 
is why w» must consider also the P contribution of £, 

oo oo 

* = £ £ ( - » - + £ £ NZnrr»e-n.)P-mr ( 4 . 6 8 ) 
r m=l * n=l T 

& = \ E £ NrAlrnt-mr. (4.69) 

This is at the same time che only part of £ which contributes to fmT in £B, and thus we have 
to solve the reduced problem (|0) = ^lralO)^) 

e ^ - e ^ l O ) = exp[£ £ fmr(Ug)P-mr + \ £ AT{Ug)pl + . . -]|0) (4.70) 
r m=l * T 

where the dots denote terms which contain neither P-mr nor pjf. In order to eliminate all 
superfluous variables in this equation, it is convenient to express W, in terms of the variables 
(u>,Z,P,c,c) This is done by inserting the decomposition (2.12) into the oscillator expression 
for the Virasoro operators which enter W, [7]. After rewriting the outcome in a form which 
distinguishes the creation from the annihilation operators, we obtain 

where the dots denote terms containing only u>m

M and ghosts, and 

Qn = £ ( t f - , P , - qP-vU - M) (4-72) 

Q-n = E ( - « P - ^ f + qt-qPp + qP-Pl-q)t (4-73) 
the sums extending over all positive integer values of q and p such that the sum of all indices 
equa's n in (4.72) and - n in (4.73). 

One possible line of computation is to turn the problem into a continuous one by replacing 
W, -* AW,, /mr(^ne«) -+ fmr{>>,Zneg), Ar((neg) — Ar{\,Zne3) in (4.70). As before, differentia
tion with respect to A and using (4.71) yields the differential equation 

V W ~ V V dfmrWf, 1 T^ dAr(X) 2 

(4.71) 
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where W*r is obtained by letting the r-th copy of (4.71) act upon the£ight-hand-side of (4.70). 
Leaving aside the terms which contribute only to the dots in (4.70), W„ is found to be TV, r as 
described by (4.71-73) with 

Ur - -/mr(A) (4.76) 

inserted for m > 1. The initial conditions must be taken as 

00 

/ m r (A = 0) = -»W + £ E ^ m n - ^ - u . (4.77) 
» n=l 

oo 

a r 

Ar(A = 0) = £ E ^ o - 7 " * - n , . (4.78) 
« n=l T 

Abbreviating 

and 

?mr = < 

/mr(A) 
0 

m> 1 
m = 0 

- s n r m < - 1 
(4.79) 

Qmr = - £ p /pr^r (4.80) 

for m ^ 0 (the sum running over p and 4, including negative values!), the differential equation 
for / m r is contained in 

(which is identically satisfied for m < 0). This equation may in principle be solved (e.g. by 
an iteration procedure that would yield the solution fmr(^,(neg) U P to arbitrarily high orders 
0(£ntgN))- One may likewise introduce /" m f (A,f n e j ) a* tbe unknowns to be found with the 
additional initial condition J_ m r (A = 0) = -(~mr (see (4.79)). The solution taken at A = 1 
would then provide the functions /m r(£ney) a* appearing in the almost abelized vertex. 

In a similar manner, one may write down the differential equation for Ar(X,^neg) 

which may be solved (and evaluated at A = 1) once fmr is known. 
Let us mention an alternative way to compute fmr and* AT. Applying ( m r (TO > 1) upon the 

.Vmost abelized vertex, we find 

Ur\vB)i13 - -!mMneg)\vB)™- (4-83) 

Substitute \VB)U3 = exp(VV)|ü)123 and apply exp(-W,) from the left. Upon using the trans
formation formula (2.48), we obtain 

-WW£r ) | v )m = -/m,(W«,(0)|t)i23 (4.84) 
m 
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where Wneg(£) denotes the substitution -£W_„o(£») for £_„*• Note that this equation scill 
contains a lot of annihilation operators f„» (n > 1), but now acting on the original vertex. 
Hence, £„, must be replaced by 

This provides a functional equation for fmT. The wost transparent way to write down this 
equation is to appropriately rename the variables appearing and ending up with the system 

[ Pn. n < - 1 
f„,(PneS) = { (4-86) 

Pn. n<-\ 

Vn.-JltTZLiKt.rt-« n > l 

f-mr = -—W- m 0 (v(p n e g )) 

Jmr = W m 0 ( f ( p « e j ) ) . 

(4.87) 

„ . . „ (4-88) 

Thereby, (4.87) defines a one-to-one correspondence between £_ m r and new variables p—nt, 
v(pneg) being defined above. The p's may be expressed in terms of the £'s by means of an 
obvious iteration procedure to arbitrarily high orders of £ and n. The first terms of the iteration 
are provided by 

oo m—1 
P-mr = £_ m r + m £ t/_m_ n, rt/ n r + — Yi V<,-m,TV-,r + • • • (4.89) 

n=l 1=1 

hence 

p . m r = f_mr + m ]T Z-m-n,rVnr + "»53 53 £-m-n,r A ^ J - ^ - , » + 1Z 53 ^-m,r^-,r + - • • 
n=l » n,,=l ' «=1 

(4.90) 
This should illustrate the general procedure. The result may be inserted into (4.88) to give fmT 

expressed by £neg and the original bosonic Neumann coefficients. Note that this second equation 
(4.88) does not provide a one-to-one correspondence between fmT and p-nt. The first terms of 
the solution are 

ro-l 

fmr = - * W - -Z 5 3 "m-l.rVqr + ••• (4.91) 

with p-n, from (4.90) inserted. Closer inspection shows that 

/ m r ( U = 0) = - -Wm0(Vpo,,r) = 9mr. (4.92) 

As indicated, in this last expression, Wmo is evaluated at the arguments f_n -» 0, £„ —• »for 

(n > 1). The whole system (4.87-88) may be interpreted as a "parameter representation" of 
the functions /(£„«£) w ' t n P playing the role of the parameters. 

An analogous procedure may be applied in order to find AT in terms of fmr. Recall that p] 
as appearing in t from (4.17-18) commutes with any other operator and is ne/er generated by 

http://Vn.-JltTZLiKt.rt-�
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pure p r

M-terms during the abelizing transformation. Hence, we may consider fit = p\ as a pure 
parameter and write 

j~\vB)m = 2 ^ ( ^ ) 1 ^ ) 1 2 3 . (4.93) 

Again inserting the covariant vertex and multiplying by exp(-W.), we find (using tue fact that 
W, does not contain any p,) 

^ | v ) i 2 3 = ^ l r ( ^ n e f l ( 0 ) | f ) m . (4.94) 

The left-hand-side gives 

hence 

j E E ^ o ^ m ^ m , | t , ) m , (4.95) 
» m=l 

i = E E ^ o V . (4-96) 
» m=l 

in terms of the parameter representation above. This last result joins the equs. (4.87-88) to 
define the whole system determining ( / m r , Ar). In order to find an even more explicit expression, 
begin with 9/ö^ r|t))u3 = (4.95x,, replace |v)i23 ty exp(-WM|vfl)m a n < * °^ain 

j r - !-^)t23 = lEY, Ko%-W-m0(-St)\vB)123. (4.97) 

At the left-hand-side we recover \Ar(tneg), and the right-hand side is converted to contain only 
£neff-terms by replacing £„, -+ ~/n«(fnej) for n>l. Thus, the solution is given by 

CO 

MUg) = E E XZo^W-moi-UgS, W W ) - (4-98) 
* m=l Q r 

One may find further identities by applying various other operators upon the vertex in one 
cf the two pictures and then proceeding along the same lines as done above. The existence of 
such relations is closely related to the oscillator structure of the covariant vertex. The basic 
equations 

annihilation operator |t*')i23 = E c r e a t ' o n operators \w)\23 (4.99) 

for w = v or VB resemble the well-known "gauge-identities" (cf. e.g. Refs. [19,23]) where a 
Virasoro generator LnT acts upon (f)i23- In Refs. [29], such relations were brought into a form 
that motivated to talk of "covariant vertex rules", and the purpose of their study has been to 
clarify the reasons for the BRST-invariance of various vertices. Perhaps a deeper study of the 
form these relations take in the almost abelized picture would lead to more insight into the 
structure of |i>f?)i23 or even to simplifications in the results for the functions derived above. 

The function which acquires most work to be evaluated is fT,\r{ineg)- It is the only one of 
the various functions appearing in £g that was not traced back to a linear but only to a non
linear differential equation (4.81). All essentia! difficulties seem to be concentrated therein as a 
consequence of £ and P being canonically conjugate variables (cf. equ. (2.16)). 

If one is dealing with a definite covariant vertex, it is of course possible to exploit its special 
properties. For example, the Witten vertex [25] satisfies 

E c O'i v V V ' ) i23 = 0. (4.100) 
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Using the relation [8] 
e*W'C0e±W- = C0±

,£ »S-nCn (A.101) 
neZ 

for the lower sign to translate (4.100) into the almost abelized picture, one finds an i ientity 
which immediately yields 

/I'fe) = E E "t-n.MXF^) - £ Mr^\Ua). (4.102) 
» n= l » 

Inserting M%n from (4.64), the problem of finding f^r' in terms of A^* has become an essentially 
linear one (cf. equs. (4.53,57)). Further identities for i V ^ ^ m , as for example cyclicity, Chan-
Paton symmetry and reparametrization invariance £r[Lnr - ( _ ) n ^-nr ] l^ W ' ) i23 = 0 (possibly 
associativity?) may be used in a similar way. 

Summarizing, we have evaluated the general structure of covariant vertices in the (almost) 
abelized picture. The central point of insight is provided by the structure revealed in the equa
tion» (4.60-65) which characterize the vertex via (4.19). 

5 The Transverse Projection 

la the foregoing section, we have exhibited the relation between a covariant vertex jv)u3 and 
the transverse vertex |t> t r)i 2 3 to be a generalized gauge transformation whose action becomes 
especially transparent in the almost abelized picture. Now we will exploit another relation 
between the two vertices, which arises if one cuts off all longiKdinal degrees of freedom by 
hand. 

Consider the operator which counts only the longitudinal modes contained in a state 

^r^A'-Eu^uV (5-1) 
n=l 

in the abelized picture, or likewise A" o n a , which is given by an analogue expression with the 
transverse elementary oscillators replaced by the DDF-operators (cf. Refs. [30-31,8]). Then the 
projection onto the pure transverse states is given by 

PH - ^o^^a (5.2) 

or the respective quantity in the conventional picture. It satisfies 

Pßi-n = PBP-n = PßC-n = PBC-n = 0 (5.3) 

for n > 1. In the conventional picture, one has analogous relations but involving mere compli
cated operators. 

Returning to the vertices considered in the last two sections, we have three copies PBr of 
the transverse projection operator and denote 

3 

PB=l[PBr. (5.4) 
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Recalling the way the covariant vertex is related to the transverse one, especially equs. (4.60-65), 
it is immediately clear that 

PB\VB)l23 = \VB)I23- (5.5) 

One could in fact have defined the transverse vertex by this relation. The remarkable simplicity 
of the transverse projection operator - as described by (5.3) - allows us to compute the left-
hand-side of (5.5) explicitly and to equate the result to the transverse vertex. In this way we will 
obtain a condition deciding whether a formal vertex expression describes the correct on-shell 
three-string amplitudes. As a by-product, we will reproduce some well-known facts about the 
set of all possible covariant vertices. 

Given the covariant vertex, the left-hand-side of (5.5) is Pg exp(W*)\v)i23. Computing the 
first combination Pgex^W,) and using (5.3), one finds that Wm may in fact be replaced by 

oo 

£(«-„(«)- £ ™P-n-mtm)tn (5-6) 

where the second sum includes negative m. 

R-n(u) = » 52 w_ n _ m

M u; m / , (5.7) 

are the pure transverse parts of the Virasoro operators, satisfying the algebra 

[Ä_„(ui), Ä_m(«)] = (m - n)A_ n-m(") (5.8) 

for n,m > 1. This implies the structure 

PBe
W' = PB exp[£ f ] Ä-„(uv)M W ) l - (5-9) 

The functions hn may be characterized as the inverse of (m > 1) 

3 0 ( _ y V - l l oo oo 

u = 5 2 H r - E - ' - E «(«>+ *)•••(«!+ --+w-iV-«.-.fc,w (5-io) 
N=l • ?i=l 9 A r = l 

m - l 

= hm - — 52 hqhm-q + • • • 
9=1 

where the summation in the first expression is only for index combinationc with 91 + .. .+qs = TO. 
This relation may be inverted by means of a suitable iterativ, procedure. 

The next step is to let (5.9) act upon the covariant vertex in the conventional picture. Since 
£nr acts as -dldP-nT (n > 1) upon the oscillator exponential, the only surviving terms are 

PBe
W'\v)i23= PBe

UenSm\0)m (5.11) 

where 

P = EE Ä-KWW) (5-12) 
r n=l 
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with ifc„r from (4.16) and as the pure P-term in the vertex (4.17), and 

« = ^ E JV;' nU,-m r^_ n s„ + £ f ) 7V;V-mr>^. (5.13) 
r,$ m,n=l r,a m = l 

(5.11) may be evaluated by inserting e"ueu between the oscillator exponential aad the vac
uum. Computing euu-mT

ße~u, a structure like (5.10) shows up and "cancels" the somewhat 
inconvenient form of h„. The result is 

euu-mr»t-u = £ w _ „ / - W n m ( W ) . (5.14) 
n = l 

Note that, due to this formula, euetie~u contains only creation operators and is thus in its final 
form. What remains is the second ev acting upon the vacuum. After some tedious algebra, one 
finds 

e t / 5 i 2 3 | 0 ) l J 3 = e X p [ - ^ E fcmn('/po»Ir)W-nir''w_nr<1]^23|0)l23 ( 5 . 1 5 ) 
l 2 

r m,n=l 
with 

*-»•» = i EpWmPWn,-p = J - £ MWmpW„.-F = fr„m. (5.16) 
p=l pgZ 

We are now able to collect the results and equate the oscillator expression obtained so far to 
£ß from (3.41). The coefficients of the w2-terms give rise to the identity 

P , 9 = I 

(T) being shorthand for Tjp0,), whereas the up-terms lead to 

oo oo oo 

£ w - " £ £ HWifrJpAft»«. = £ « V £ miV^p.,,. (5.18) 
m=l » p=l m = l » 

These identities must be satisfied by any covariant vertex. They just express (5.5) and thus 
test the three-string amplitudes. At first sight, one would cancel u-mT

ß and ptfi in (5.18) and 
obtain a system of equations which could be solved with respect to the original Neumann 
coefficients. This is clearly impossible (because theTe is some freedom in choosing a covariant 
vertex), and one must recall that due to momentum conservation (5.18) is valid only for values 
of the momenta whose sum is zero (cf. equ. (4.10)). Here the normalization of the Neumann 
coefficients we chose in the foregoing sections, (3.45-46) and (4.11), comes in. Inserting these 
relations into (5.18) and taking into account the identity (using momentum conservation) 

0 = E W - m r " P . M = W - m r " ( P r - l , ^ + Pr+l,n), ( 5 . 1 9 ) 

one ends up with 

£ " W M P W " - W*) = ™(A£o+1 " AST1) (5.20) 
P=I 
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or equivalently 
00 

£ Wmp(rk)pN% = mNSo + mgmr(6ra - 1), (5.21) 
P = i 

where gmr are (so far undetermined) functions of the a$. In order to exhibit the significance of 
gmT, multiply (5.21) by -a,/aT and take the sum over; to obtain 

oo 

$3 Wmp(rfr)pqpT = Wn0(Tfr) = mifmr - mgmr = -mgmr. (5.22) 
p=i 

The first equality is a general property of Wnn (cf. equ. (2.48)), the last one follows from the 
normalization (3.46). Hence, gmT is identical to the quantity appearing in (4.92) and just means 
/mrtf«, = 0). 

The relations (5.17) and (5.20 or 5.21) provide a criterion whether a formal vertex of the 
form (4.1-2) describes the correct three-string coupling for transverse states (and hence, if BRST-
invariance (4.3) holds, for all physical states). As an example, consider the Witten vertex [25] 
|fM' ,)i23 for which iVj* = -5/16 if r - s and 1 if r ^ s. (For the Neumann coefficients of 
\VWi)i23 see Refs. [32-33]). Equation (5.17) for m = n = 1 and r ^ s becomes the trivial 
identity 1 = 1. In the case r = s (which is more complicated due to the lr» contribution in 
(5.17), as arising from bm r >), one finds 

~8 + Taj ~~~1^~ ( 5 ' 2 3 ) 

which is easily verified using cti + Ü2 + o 3 = 0. 
Let is finally pose the interesting question, to which extent the system (5.17,20) may be 

inverted. The drawback in solving for (./V"n> N"0) is that nmT is not determined in terms of the 
(numerically known) light-cone quantities N. However, knowing ijmT, the rest of the original 
Neumann coefficients is fixed. In order to see this in detail, we first note that (5.22) may be 
solved for %,r to give 

»7mr = --Wm0(gr). (5.24) 
m 

Hence, the transformation which carries over r̂ . into gr is identical to its inverse, and there is 
as much information contained in the set of all i}mr as in the set of all gmr. These numbers (or 
functions of the string lengths a,) are the only freedom in our system. Once they are known, the 
inverse of Wmn(nr) is determined by the relation (2.52). Moreover, one may derive the identity 

nWmn(Vr) = mVv-_„,_m(j7r) (5.25) 

(m, n 6 Z) by which all relevant formulas can be written down in different forms (using n or g 
as the more fundamental variables). Inverting (5.21) gives 

JV;'o = £ W-P.-m(*?r) fee' - ; W * ) ( * r . - 1)) H - V m r ( 6 r . - 1) + £ W-r,-m(Vr)N% 
p=l \ P > p = l 

(5.26) 
or equivalsntly 

"MX, = £ Wmp(gr) (pN% + p V ( * r , - 1)) s Wm0(gr)(6r, - 1 ) + f ) Wfnp(gr)pfl^. (5.27) 
P=I P=I 
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An analogous procedure applied to (5.17) results into 

*m« = E W_p,_m(*)JV_,,_n(T7.)Ä£ (5.28) 
P.9=l 

"»»*;'» = E w^igrW^ypqiq; (5.29) 

or likewise 

with 

and 

*K(?) = **(*)*«. ( 5- 3 1> 
6,,, from (5.16). The last quantity »nay be rewritten as 

*Kfo) = - E T^-k,-p(9r)^fc,-,(<l.)«r.. (5.32) 

The WWb-term of (5.29) turns out to be 

oo 

-mn £kb m t . k (g r )b n k (g t )6 r , = mnbmn(gr)6rt s mnbT^n{g), (5.33) 

^m,-fc being defined by the first equality in (5.16) although the second index is now negative. 
The first equality in (5.33) is again a consequence of properties of the matrix Wmn. Thus, 

mnN£n = mnbmn(gr)6r. + f ] ^ P ( * ) ^ ( Ä W ^ - ( 5 - 3 4 ) 

This equation together with (5.27) provide the inversion of (5.17,21) in the most beautiful 
notation. Apart from the inhomogeneous terms in these equations, the bosonic sector in the 
oscillator exponential of |t>)n3 is invariant under the substitutions 

K'n - NX* (5-35) 

*%>-*%> (5.36) 

O-mr" - £ -WW0r)j"-mrM. (5-37) 
P = i m 

Note that due to (3.29) - which expressed the non-uniqueness of N^o ~ these coefficients may 
once more be redefined as 

* ; o = ̂ 0 + Smr(*„-l) , (5.38) 

(5.27) taking the form 

"»Afto = E Wmp(9r)pN%0. (5.39) 
P=I 
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Thus, (5.38) provides a normalization of the (mO^light-rone gauge Neumann coefficients which 
depends on the covariant vertex (through gmr) and seems to be even more natural than (3.46) 
in the present context. It may be characterized by 

iV- 0 = 0 (5.40) 

and 
3 . 

W S - E ^ 0 - = -9mr = ~WmoM (5.41) 

as alternative to (3.45-46). In this normalization, the oscillator exponential of |ü)m is invariant 
under the substitutions (5.35,37) together with 

K'o^NZo (5-42) 

and the addition of the inhomogeneous term from (5.34), £ £6mn(0r)a>-mr'la'-»"•»»• 
Since the N are known functions of a r , the relations (5.27,34) or (5.26,28) express the 

bosonic Neumann coefficients in terms of r)mT (or gmr) alone. The fermionic (ghost) Neumann 
coefficients N£n from (4.8) follow uriquely by BRST-invariance (cf. e.g. Refs. [23,29]). Hence, 
the whole vertex |r)i23 is fixed, once £ « ^m*o°> IS known. The set of all possible covariant 
vertices is related to the set of numbers (or functions of the string lengths) tjmT. This freedom 
provides as much information <KS is necessary in order to perform conformal transformations on 
the three legs of the vertex [12,19-20]. [To be more precise, one must take into account the iVpo 
from (4.2,5) as well]. Hence, we recover a well-known result from gauge-covariant string theory. 

In addition we have obtained a more or less natural pammetriration of all possible covariant 
vertices. As an example, consider the simplest choice TfmT = 0 (which is equivalent to gmr = 0). 
By virtue of (5.27) and (5.34) - note that Wmn(0) = Smn and bnn(0) = 0 for m,n > 1 -
this leads to N™n = iV™n (m > 1, n > 0). The vertex which is defined by these Neumann 
coefficients is the "covariant light-cone vertex" |vc)i23 we already encountered in Sect. 3. We 
pointed out there that |vc)i23 must not be confused with the (non-covariant) transverse vertex 
|t>'r)i23- However, since it is characterized by %, = 0, it is in some sense a preferred vertex 
("closer" to |v'r)i23 than any other). 

One may in principle insert (5.27) and (5.34) into the functions (4.60-65), fmAtnet) and 
(4.98) characterizing the vertex in the almost abelized picture. This would reveal the dependence 
of | VB)I23 on rjmr (or gmT) alone. Perhaps some computational effort to bring these insertions into 
a convenient form could extract more information about the significance of 7^,r or gmr within 
our algebraic approach. One would especially be interested in questions like how (Vmri^oo*) 
single out the Witten vertex as giving rise to an associative product for string fields [25]. 

Another interesting question that we will not work out here is, whether the actual gauge 
transformation between two covariant vertices |v /)i23 and |r / /)i23 or their abelized versions 
may be expressed in terms of i)1 and TJ11 in a computable way using the two (generalized) gauge 
transformations that relate the two vertices to |t>'r)m-

Let us close this section by adding a further question. The "parameters" of a covariant 
vertex may be written in a sloppy notation as 

_ 123(0|^mr|t>)l23 ( , . « 

123(0|t)l23 

or 

gmr 777j—r (5.44) 
23(0|»fl)i23 
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Once these quantities are known, the whole vertex is determined. Can one understand this 
fact geometrically, especially in terms of string overlaps (possibly replacing i23(0|£mr by 

i23(0|—7—^— in the functional language)? For example, the choice i)„r = r/̂ ,r = 0 - charac-
kp 

terizing the vertex |t>c)i23 - may find a natural explanation in that — - 1 — = 0 is the classical 
kp 

light-cone gauge condition. In which ssnse is »jm r (or gmT) a measure for the "distance" from 
the light-cone gauge? The answer to such questions could provide a link between the algebraic 
approach outlined here and the geometric viewpoint in string theory. 

6 String Field Theory 

In this last section, we would like to present a vague speculation how structures behind the 
conventional formulation of string theory might be exhibited, thereby possibly making use of 
abelization. As is well-known, the interacting theory of open bosonic strings may be comprimed 
in the language of gauge-covariant string field theory [26]. Let us base our considerations on 
Witten's version [25] which is purely cubic, and define for notational convenience a three-slot-
object VWi by 

i23(V
m\il)i\xh\<l>h = (ß, V^V) (6.1) 

(co-Grassmann integration included). Then the BRST-invariance (4.3) of the Witten vertex is 
expressed by 

its cyclicity (1 -+ 2 -• 3) reads 
/ W t < N _ / „ W i r 

QV^ - V«g - i-fV^Q = 0, (6.2) 

(ft,V x

wV) = ( x , C ' f l ) . ( 6 - 3 ) 

Here ( - ) n is the usual ghost number grading [ ( - ) n = — 1 for string fields], and 

(fl,^) = (fi*K-)ArU) = (^fl) (6.4) 

denoter the version of the scalar product appropriate to string field theory (the string field shall 
satisfy the reality condition (-)^\(f) = |ft)). 

In this notation, Witten's action reads 

S = (Q,Qil)+l(tt,V^il), (6.5) 

ft being the fundamental string field. On the other hand, the Witten vertex is related to the 
transverse one by a generalized gauge transformation 

\VWi)m = e{Q'V)\Vtr)m = l O i w + Q\Y)™ (6-6) 

with 

\Y)nz = D ^ = - V ' ) m . (6.7) 

In Ref. [21], an analogous decomposition was written down for covariant vertices. Introducing 

i23(y|ft>iix)^>3 = ( - ) x (n.*x*) (6.8) 
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(the ghost number sign rendering Y cyclic as VWl in (6.3)), (6.6) implies, for ( - ) f i = — 1, 

(ft, \f'ft) = (ft, V^ft) - 3(ft, QYail) (6.9) 

where V£ is defined in analogy with (6.1). 

This gives us the possibility tc redefine the string field by 

ft = ^ + y ^ . (6.10) 

Inserting this into the action (5.5), one obtains 

S = (*,Q0) + ^ , V * » + (<t>, W„<t>) + 0 ( A (6.11) 

where the last two terms are symbolic lor the higher order contributions. Note that the third 
order QY"ft3-tenn from (6.9) has disappeared in (6.11) oi. account of the transformation •' S.10). 
Thereby, the QY4? contributions arising from the kinetic term in (6.5) cancel agains the 
respective term in (6.9). Upon translation to the almost abelized picture, and setting 4>B = X* 

S = (X,QBX) + l(X,V?'Bx) + 0 ( X

4 ) . (6.12) 

Since we have obtained this action from Witten's by pure field redefinition, it should be (at 
least classically and at the tree-level) be equivalent with the original one (6.5). The three-string 
coupling in (6.12) is precisely the light-cone gauge vertex as carried over to the covariant Fock 
space. Inserting a pure transverse string field, the kinetic operator becomes LQ — 1. hence, (6.12) 
is likely to be very close (or in some sense identical) to the light-cone gauge field theory [12]. 
If this is true, one would expect an action which is oi fourth order in the string field. However, 
there is no a priori reason why the higher terms in (6.11) or (6.12) should vanish. On the 
other hand, one has still the freedom to modify Y (which is of course not unique) and to add 
further (possibly infinitely many) terms to the transformation (6.10). The structure of such a 
transformation could be of the form 

ft = <p + Ytf + ctY+Y^ + c2YY^4> + • • • (6.13) 

Even with such an ansatz, one would still need some algebraic relation between Vtr and Y 
which would force all contributions to (6.11) of order higher than four to vanish. There is a 
certain hope that the technique of the almost abelized picture could provide such a relation. 
One would have to compute possible versions of Yß as explicit as possible and use the pure 
transversality of Vtr'B. 

In the case such a program is successful, different versions of string field theory could be 
transformed into each other by means of a classical string field redefinition. Related considera
tions have been presented by de Alwis [21]. A further step would be to examine the class of field 
redefinitions that occur in relations like (6.13) in order to shed some new light on the question 
which symmetries string theory is baaed upon and what are it» possible generalizations. 
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